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elcome to this November Edition of WA Sea Kayaker magazine

This magazine would not happen without the contributi ion of members who

are prepared to write stories of their kayaking experiences. I encourage all

members to discover the Earnest Hemingway within and to tel l their stories

of their development as a sea kayaker or their adventures in sea kayaking.

So please, help this to be a great club magazine and write down you stories

and share them with each other through this medium.

A club trip to Shark Bay in winter was a great way to escape the cold down

south. Catch up on what you missed and the fun and comraderie that is a

part of club trips.

Club traing days are a great way to learn new skil ls in a friendly and

constructive environment. Linday Joll describes the things he learnt when

Paul Cooper taught the heel hook kayak rescue. This is a great way to get

back into your kayak when capsized and Linday wil l guide you through the

technique.

Linda Glover and Royd Bussel have had six months of travell ing around up

and through the Austral ian east coast but it was on their return to WA that

they had the best kayaking experience. Can you guess the location?

Glen and Yvonne Colledge have also been enjoying being on the road and

they have joined in with some club trips of east coast clubs. Glen writes up a

geat trip they had with the Victorian sea kayakers to Snake Island. Was the

island appropriately named? read Glens report to find out.

Lindsay Joll has had the trip of a l ifetime and paddled spectacular waters

in Antarctica. His photos ae absolutely stunning and wil l have all of us

booking a trip for next year!

Have you ever comtemplated building your own kayak? Clive Dawkins wil l

guide you through the process. Clive describes in words and great

photographic detai l to tel l you how easy it is.

Geoff Emery has decided to explore kayaking well away from Austral ian

shores and even abandoned the southern hemisphere! Geoff and friends

decided to go north to Sweden and paddle the Bohuslan Archipelago.

Where you ask! You wil l have to read Geoffs story to find where to find this

amazing place.

Lindsay Joll has been experiencing the hot and the cold of kayaking. This

story is at opposite ends of the earth to Antarctica. Lindsay has been

enjoying some Agean paddling with spectacular landscapes.

Jenni Harrison has been enjoying paddling in the Whitsundays Islands of
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Queensland. Jennys gives us an insight into this wonderful area and

gives us some ideas on how a distant west austral ian can make this

paddle a reality.

The club now has a social media presence with a Viber chat

group for Perth paddlers._ I t wil l al low sea leaders to

communicate changes in the paddling plan and for

individuals to organise peer paddles at short notice_ If you

want to join, get the Viber app on your phone and let Callan

know you want in.

Our other social media presence is face book at

https://www.facebook.com/groups/SKCWA/

Don’t forget to visit the web page http: //www.seakayakwa.asn.au which

is regularly updated with photos and detai ls of club events.

This magazine is composed using free open source software called

Scribus (https://www.scribus.net). I t is a desktop publishing program and

makes putting the magazine together easier.

I hope you enjoy the magazine

Andrew

A tip for navigating this magazine
I have used hyperlinks from the Contents page to link to the stories. In Adobe
Reader you can get back to the Contents page by using a back function which
you can find underVIEW-PAGENAVIGATION, but ifyou use windows it is Alt-
left arrowand ifyou use a Mac it is command-left arrow. You mayneed to
strike the key combination a few times ifyou have read a couple ofpages of
the magazine. Alternatively, you can use the page thumbnails by clicking on the
thing that looks like two pieces ofpaper in the top left.

FRONTCOVER: Photo GeoffEmery 'Leaving Smogen'
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SharkBay
(28May– 3 June 2018)

WolfgangWeitz
Photo GeoffPaull
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Top to Bottom:
Arriving Tamala Station,

Laughs around the campfire, Margaret

Banks.

Boats loaded and heading North.

George's Hobie Trimaran

Photos: GeoffPaull

Figure 2
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Figure 1: GreaterSharkBay area Figure 3 : The planned 3 daypaddle
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Top left: Bellotties Campsite
Top right: Camp life

Above: Sunset at SharkBay

Right: Campsite at Tamala Station

Photos: Leslie Victor (alias Matt)
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Day 1 (Tuesday), Tony, Wolfie,
Geoff, Margaret

Beautiful sunny day, not much
wind and we headed up the

coast toward the islands
looking for the inlet. Staying
close to the rocks it was an
easy paddle with Tony’s voice
echoing off the cliff face. The
bottom was mostly sand with a
few clumps of sea grass. We
scared up a ray but that was
all the sea life we saw.

The inlet was just opposite the
first island. We paddled up
with a rising tide. It was fairly
shallow and we just kept going
round bends. We passed a
family fishing off the shore
then we finally entered the
bay. With the island on our
right we paddled on looking to
circumnavigate the island.
Despite the waters getting
shallow Geoff and I kept going
while the others fell back. I
couldn’t see the way around
and headed back to stay in
paddling water. Geoff carried
on and landed. He saw the way
through but had to portage
over the really shallow part. I
met up with him on the other
side of the island. On a high
tide we could possibly have
paddled all the way round.
Heading back against the tide
we started to see the fish
coming in to feed. We saw Tony
and Wolfie on the beach near
the entrance and joined them
for a break. Returning we
made our way back to base
camp.

Day 2 (Wednesday),

We headed in the opposite
direction with George
accompanying us in the
Hobbie. We paddled past all the
other campers and rounded
the headland into the bay
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(Depuch Loop). Again a sandy
bottom with a bit more sea
grass but not much. There was
a bit of a headwind and we
were fairly slow keeping an eye
on George. Tony and Wolfie got
a long way into the bay but not
right to the bottom before
turning back. Paddling the
coast we scared up a small
bunch of goats. Before you
knew it the scrub was alive
with them. I lost count at 30.
They all moved off picking up
new goats moving inland.
Rounding another headland
there were more on the beach.
Again they moved off picking
up the strays. As we came out
of the bay we had to push
through a bit of a tiderace
heading back to camp.

Day 3 (Thursday),

Leaving George to sail his Tri
we headed up the coast past
the islands right to the tip of
the peninsula (Giraud Point).
We spotted a lone turtle this
time. There were campers on
the best beaches and it looked
to be a couple of great
camping spots. We found an
empty section and landed for a
break. Heading back we passed
the islands on an easy paddle
back to camp.

We were expecting the
adventurous expedition group
back today and back at camp
we found the early arrivals had
landed and Jo already sipping
tea!

The paddling was easy, great
weather and even better
company. A few wines around
the campfire, Tony fed us all
with his pot roasts and Geoff

supplied dessert with proper
toasted marshmallows ......
perfection!
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Top lright Happypaddlers!

Middle right Richard reflecting on
a great day paddling
Middle left: Jo prepares her kayak
Bottom: Margaret paddling in near
calm
Photos GeoffPaull
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Funny Photos
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KayakRescues

continues to stabil ize victim kayak as it wil l be unstable with water in cockpit.
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Lucky Bay to Hellfire Bay return

Cape Le Grande National Park

RoydBussell & Linda Glover, August 2018

LuckyBay LuckyBay resident

Cave near LuckyBay Thistle Cove
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Dolphins in “BoulderCove” Paddling to Hellfire Bay

Paddling past BoulderHill Paddling to Hellfire
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https://www.seakayakwa.asn.au/wa-sea-kayak-fest-2019/
https://www.seakayakwa.asn.au/wa-sea-kayak-fest-2019/ 
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ALOHA !
Pel Turner changing craft and having a LOT of fun !
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I t was with Great Fortune that Yvonne and I ,

both current SKCWAmembers, travell ing

OZZ, opportuned a place for two on the Club’s

Annual Expedition to Snake Island. A half hour

phone conversation with Richard Rawlings a

week before the event was enough to have our

detai ls happily added to the l ist of participants.

Twenty four ful ly loaded kayakers embarked

from Port Welshpool at 1 0.30 am 30 March

bound for Snake Island a mere 1 7 k SE paddle.

However, to add interest to the affair the

synoptics predicted a tai l breeze of 1 7 knots

with gusts of 20 knots admirably mixed with

occasional squally rain. A nice start Richard. But

we knew all this well in advance, as the data

was duly monitored a week before. No surprises

here. The sombre, pre-embarking shore brief

was a stern, no bull , “keep together, slowest

double kayak leads the pod” There were three

double kayaks in the group. One of them being

a sl inky, black latex and aluminium number,

expertly assembled on the beach and captained

by Helmet, faithful ly crewed by Xufang.

So…. we all knew well in advance, that this leg

would be very interesting. Two capsizes on

route ensured no one was caught day dreaming.

These incidents provided the opportunity for

certain members to experience ful l immersion

and implement well practiced rescue

techniques. After dealing with these interesting

conditions for an hour or so we landed on a very

interesting soft beach, populated by fast

Snake IslandExpedition

Easter 2018
Glen Colledge

Photos: Glen Colledge
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approaching, looming large, long dead gnarly

old tree trunks. Once again al l were given a

valuable opportunity to exercise skil ls such as

submerged hazard negotiation, choppy shore

break landing, soft sand exits and dealing with

early signs of hypothermia. The scene was very

mildly reminiscent of the D Day landing of al l ied

troops on the obstacle infested beaches of

Normandy. After a very brief stay all safely

exited that place and duly landed on Snake

Island without further incident. Al l Kayaks

disgorged their contents and camp was made in

the quiet protection and soft sigh of the

surrounding acacias. All kayaks were then

secreted in various spots high on the sand

bank, safely amongst the bush away from the

buffeting wind and the fast approaching high

tide.

So….. we all knew that day two, 31 March,

would be very calm, sunshine, peaceful and

relaxing. Synoptics were true to form which

enabled the group to take an early morning very

leisurely paddle around the eastern end of the

island and a quick Northerly channel crossing,

land for lunch and return to base, A total

distance of about 1 6 k….No problem

So…… day three 01 Apri l was once again

predicted calm, sunny conditions. All

successful ly paddled to Port Albert for the

obligatory fish and chip lunch, fol lowed by a

quick return. About half of the group elected to

return via the channel through the mangroves.

The receding tide made the journey mildly

interesting for most, but a pain in the backside

for the doubles as they heaved through the

mud. Total distance approx. 20 k Sooo easy.

Day four……02 April , we all knew well in

advance what the return journey would be….. A

BLOODY SLOG. The 1 7k return to Port

Welshpool straight into an accurate synoptical ly

predicted 1 7knot breeze was slow, altogether

slow and also not fast. Beach brief was similar

to day one, “doubles lead, try and get some

protection from the island”. Meanwhile, the

white caps in the channel were angri ly rearing

and starting to join with each other in a nasty

sort of way. The group left Snake Island at

09.30 am and arrived Port Welshpool as the

sun was sinking a 5.20pm. A stop half way for

lunch enabled paddlers to refuel and regenerate

in preparation for the final push.

During lunch, looking back at where we had just
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paddled it seemed there was

no problem at al l . GoPro

footage is the same. Filmed

action often looks very tame.

The journey gave some

members an excellent

opportunity to exercise their

towing abil ity. The thought of

those foolhardy Antarctic

explorers of yesteryear

towing heavy rotten sleds for

thousands of ki lometres over

icy slopes, treacherous

crevasses and through

blinding blizzards springs to

mind.

A few days later and refreshed, efficient Richard

emailed al l participants photos which only tel l of

happy faces and a map showing our route

which accumulated to approximately 74

kilometres over four days.

All in al l a bri l l iant expedition, experiencing

exactly equal easy cruisy versus challenging

conditions. Leadership was excellent which

catered for a broad experience. Weather

prediction was accurate, Camp dynamics and

paddle protocol were all efficiently managed. I t

was encouraging to see radio communication

effectively uti l ised.

Yvonne and I wholeheartedly thank the

members of VSCK for the overwhelming

hospital ity and the friendship that has been

generated through our brief participation.

We both look forward to further interaction

during our travels.

Glen Colledge

SKCWA 275

The Snake Island paddlers
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So at Richard’s request,

please bear with me as I

humbly offer my personal

thoughts.

I see both clubs in Victoria and

WA operating very similarly.

Clubs are very friendly. Both

welcome interstate members

and show genuine interest in

new starters. I think Vic club is

a l ittle more focussed on

training. However, during my

one year absence, Sandy

Robson, in l ine with Canoeing

Austral ia requirements, has

implemented many initiatives

designed to train more

qualified leaders and improve

overal l competency.

WA currently has a population

of 2 to 3 mil l ion and our club

has1 02 financial members.

Victoria’s population is 6 to 7

mil l ion with club membership

of 230 plus. Who knows why

membership is such? On

another note, my perception is

that the average age of Vic

members is a l ittle younger

than WA. I don’t think we have

any 23 year old members! !

SKCWA is broadly divided into

3 groups.1 ) Perth/Fremantle 2)

Mandurah 3) Albany.

I mixed with the Perth group

and regularly had peer group

paddles twice a week from

Hil larys Boat Harbour. Every

Wednesday morning between

6 and 1 0 of us would paddle

out of the harbour for approx. 2

to 3 hours (1 2-1 5k) and return

to the harbour to practice

rol l ing etc. On Saturday 20 to

25 paddlers would repeat a

similar routine. Every Sunday

there would be a programmed

event for al l members with a

qualified sea leader in charge.

These events were general ly

an islands paddle or coastal

treks usually covering 20 to 30

k. All paddles concluded with a

coffee and a hearty kayak yak.

The coffee after aspect is a

universal thing everywhere.

During a typical year trip

leaders would undertake

expeditions to distant

destinations l ike Shark Bay,

Rottnest Island or Ningaloo

Reef.

In summary, WA members

don’t experience the ever

present, subl iminal temptation

of a grand “local” chal lenge

such the Bass Straight

Crossing. Possibly, this

prevail ing environment can

tempt the average kayaker into

another realm. During the brief

period I have mixed with the

VSKC I have paddled with

several members who have

completed major expeditions. I

must admit, that during my

short contact with those

kayakers the tantal izing seed

has been set. Maybe…. one

day…. I too, could complete

such a feat.

Since contacting VSKC 5

weeks ago I have paddled a

section of The Barwon River,

Joined an expedition to Snake

Island, paddled out of

Batemans Bay, paddled out of

Kennett River and Torquay.

These locations are all very

different in terms of landforms

and degree of difficulty. In

Victoria al l these locations are

easily accessible. To achieve

such a variety in WA would

necessitate travell ing in excess

of a thousand kilometres.

The big issue in WA is that it is

big. The coast running north of

Perth is not nearly as indented

with rivers and coves as the

East coast. Townships are few

and far between. The northern

WA coast is general ly, barren,

low windswept l imestone cliffs

reefs, sand dunes, sparse

fresh water and scrubby

vegetation. Further North

beyond Broome is really wild

country. Crocodiles, high tides,

Addendum
Some thoughts on interstate club differences andsimiliarities
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rugged amazing topography,

sparse fresh water supplies

and a lack of townships make

that part of the country a real

challenge. Whilst in direct

contrast, South of Perth offers

more scope. Cape Natural iste

and Cape Leeuwin are

fantastic locations. Mainly

l imestone shorel ine around

Natural iste giving way to

granite as you travel South

towards Cape Leeuwin. In

addition Augusta, Albany,

Esperance, Lucky Bay, Duke of

Orleans Bay are all fantastic

locations.

There is plenty of scope in

Perth, if you have a month or

two to spare. Out of Hil larys

Boat Harbour there is a small

island 3 kilometres off the

coast frequented by sea lions.

They are very friendly and

playful. They enjoy cavorting

with anyone who visits the

island. In summer, mid-

afternoon, the Fremantle

Doctor cools down the coast

with a welcoming 20knt SW

sea breeze. The Doctor fl ings

crazy wind surfers high into the

clouds and provides thri l l ing

downwind runs for any long

straight and narrow sea kayak.

Hook up a sail for added buzz.

After an exhilarating hour and

a half 20k run, land your craft,

smash a cold beer, relax, cool

down and contentedly watch

the sun set in the West. Further

South, a 2 hr drive from Perth,

hook up with the guys from

Mandurah. They’l l guide you

around the caves, outcrops,

rock gardens and introduce

you to the playful sea lions of

Penguin Island. In summer

after The Doctor has died, take

a night paddle with the

Fremantle crew. That jaunt

always completes with a few

beers kayak yak and chips.

Take a day paddle around the

Swan River into the brand new

Darl ing Harbour in the centre

of Perth or the upper reaches

of Middle Swan check out the

wineries along it’s banks.

Travel 5 hours South of Perth

to Albany. Contact the club

captain for every sort of paddle

imaginable. Flat water, heavy

swell , surf, rebound,

magnificent scenery,

everything, even a Kalgan

River paddle.

In short the West Coast is a

different State, of being. On the

East Coast I am intrigued by

the proximity, density and the

huge range of options

available. In contrast, the West

is general ly sparser, drier,

hotter and far less populated

(WA 2 to 3 mil l ion, Vic 6 to 7

mil l ion).

However, WA’s sense of space,

sol itude and serenity, often

infused with elusive

shimmering mirages are all

saturated in an immense

desert si lence. This primeval,

natural interaction invariably

soothes a certified

Sandgroper’s soul.

Safe journey.

Glen Colledge

SKCWA 275
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Adventures in Antarctica
Lindsay Joll

Photos Lindsay Joll

Kayak guide Matt with an arched iceberg
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Majestic icebergs

Lindsay andWim in their drysuit
paddling gear

Portaging a short
cut across the snow
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Top left clockwise:

The PolarPioneer amongst the ice
Argentina’s Base Brown

Ashore on the black volcanic sands ofDeception

island

Paddling the placidwaters ofAntarctica

Paddling back to the ship at the end ofan afternoon

outing

Climbing into kayaks alongside Polar Pioneer
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Twin peaks in the Lemaire Channel

Carving a passage through brash ice
(the ice goes well with scotch!)

Inquisitive penguin

Lindsay and paddling companion Wim with an
arched iceberg as backdrop

Penguins swimming toward the
kayaks

Penguins on a small ice floe
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Doing it tough in Antarctica

A 'heart-stopping moment'when a whale passed close by
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ByClive Dawkins

Paddling along the Ningaloo Reef in a triple stitch and glue ‘PygmyKayak’ - Ospreydesign
Sea Kayak. We paddled from Ningaloo Station to just north of the Tantabiddi Boat Ramp.
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The plans are full sized and you lay them out on the wood to be
cut

Internal frames are used plus external ones so that the kayak
shape is accurate.
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The hull and deck are stitched together before
gluing with an epoxyputty.

You also make the cockpit rim and hatch recesses out of
fiberglass or carbon fibre.
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Gluing the hatch recesses to the underside of the deck.

The hull and deck both internally and externally are covered in fiberglass.
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The hulls are joined together, the recessed
deck rigging holes are glassed in and
steering cable guides are in place inside the
hull.

A lot of tidying up on the external surfaces is still needed – painting strips and cockpit combing, some
more epoxypainting and fibreglassing the glued hull and deck joint and varnishing and installing seat
(alreadymade), bulkheads (constructed), ruddermounts (ready to bolt in) and rigging.
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WestSweden Paddle
GeoffEmery

Leaving Smogen
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Colin, Richard, Gail & Phyll , wet first night at

Blackhall Island.

Lunch break. Note toi let.

Civi l isation, but nobody's home!

Camp.
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The team, Gail , Colin, Geoff, Phyll & Richard Gail cruising

Stora Brattskar.
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Part of the Archipel igo Geoff and friends

paddled through

Phyll in culvert.
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Les and Jenni off the NSW coast at
Jervis Bay

Photo Gallery
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Sea kayaking

Milos Greece
LindsayJoll

Photos byLindsay
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Top photo: Paddling through an undercut in the soft volcanic

ash rock

Bottom right: paddling through caves eroded out of the soft

volcanic ash rock

Bottom left: Paddling into the harbour ofa little village

Mid left: A welcome sight on any paddle! -   Lunch served up
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Top photo: Majestic rock formations at Kleftico
Mid right: A volcanic conglomerate formation
Bottom: Kayaks pulled up on the beach at the old
sulphurmine
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Paddling the Whitsunday Islands
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